SCOPE OF THE JOURNAL

The International Journal of Wireless & Mobile Networks (IJWMN) is a bi-monthly open access peer-reviewed journal that publishes articles which contribute new results in all areas of Wireless & Mobile Networks. The journal focuses on all technical and practical aspects of Wireless & Mobile Networks. The goal of this journal is to bring together researchers and practitioners from academia and industry to focus on advanced wireless & mobile networking concepts and establishing new collaborations in these areas.

Authors are solicited to contribute to this journal by submitting articles that illustrate research results, projects, surveying works and industrial experiences that describe significant advances in Wireless and Mobile Networks.

**Topics of interest include, but are not limited to, the following**

- Architectures, protocols, and algorithms to cope with mobile & wireless Networks
- Distributed algorithms of mobile computing
- OS and middleware support for mobile computing and networking
- Routing, and communication primitives in ad-hoc and sensor networks
- Synchronization and scheduling issues in mobile and ad hoc networks
- Resource management in mobile, wireless and ad-hoc networks
- Data management on mobile and wireless computing
- Integration of wired and wireless networks
- Broadband access networks
- Energy saving protocols for ad hoc and sensor networks
- Complexity analysis of algorithms for mobile environments
- Information access in wireless networks
- Algorithms and modeling for tracking and locating mobile users
- Satellite communications
- Cryptography, security and privacy of mobile & wireless networks
- Performance of mobile and wireless networks and systems
- Mobile ad hoc and sensor networks
- Wireless multimedia systems
- Service creation and management environments for mobile/wireless systems
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Paper Submission & Manuscript preparation Guide

Paper Submission

Authors are invited to submit papers for this journal through E-mail: ijwmn@airccse.org or ijwmn@aircconline.com must be original and should not have been published previously or be under consideration for publication while being evaluated for this Journal.

Review Process

Submissions are accepted for review with the understanding that the same work has been neither submitted to, nor published in, another publication. Simultaneous submission to other publications will result in immediate rejection of the paper. Papers are not within the journal scope will be rejected immediately after the pre review process.

All manuscripts will be subject to a well established, fair, unbiased peer review and refereeing procedure, and are considered on the basis of their significance, novelty and usefulness to the Journals readership. The reviewing structure will always ensure the anonymity of the referees & it will be reviewed by 3 experts in the field. The review output will be one of the following decisions:

1. Accept
2. Accept with minor changes
3. weak Accept with major changes
4. Reject

The review process may take approximately two –three months to be completed. The Editor reserves the right to reject a paper if it does not meet the aims and scope of the journal, it is not revised well.

Copy Right Form

After submitting final manuscript, you can get copy right form from AIRCC secretary

Special Issue Proposal

IJWMN invite proposals for special issues on topics that fall within the scope of this journal. Please email your proposal to ijwmn@airccse.org.

Published Special Issues Call for papers :

Special issue On : "Advances in Wireless and Mobile Networks" New
Special issue On : "Wireless & Mobile Networks"
Special issue On : "Trends in Wireless & Mobile Networks"

Contact Us

Here's where you can reach us : ijwmn@airccse.org or ijwmn@aircconline.com
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Indexing

Abstracting & Indexing Services:

The Elektronische Zeitschriftenbibliothek EZB
Genamics JournalSeek
World Journal Clout Index (WJCI)

Bibliographic Information

ISSN : 0975 - 4679
e-ISSN : 0975 - 3834
doi : 10.5121/ijwmn
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ERA Indexing

IJWMN is listed in ERA 2018 as per the Australian Research Council (ARC) Journal Ranking.
IJWMN is listed in ERA 2015 as per the Australian Research Council (ARC) Journal Ranking.
IJWMN is listed in ERA 2012 as per the Australian Research Council (ARC) Journal Ranking.

Google Scholar Indexing

H–Index – 32, Citations 4701, i10-Index 123

more details
https://scholar.google.co.in/citations?user=DGRjhnsAAAAJ

World Journal Clout Index (WJCI)

Impact Factor

2019- 0.077
2020- 0.133

WJCI 2019
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**World Journal Clout Index (WJCI)**

WJCI = WAJCI + WI = 0.120 + 0.026 = 0.146

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discipline Impact</th>
<th>Discipline</th>
<th>WJCI</th>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Quartile</th>
<th>WJCI Percentile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Communication Technology</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>123/130</td>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>5.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Average Value</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.146</strong></td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td><strong>5.38</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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